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RESILIENCE
FOR PEOPLE
LEADERS

How to support employees in current enduring times.
Full day workshop tailored to your bespoke human & business
challenges.

After one year of severe restrictions &
disruptions, employees are facing challenges
which impact their productivity and life
balance.
People Managers / Leaders are often not
equipped to coach their employees in unknown
territories and sometimes suffer themselves.

Typical challenges:
●
Exhaustion
●
Heightened Stress
●
Mental Health issues
●
Emotional Saturation
●
Negative spirals into despair
●
Zoom fatigue
Leveraging the Meaningful Conversation framework, we
engage your Leaders in positively expressing the issues they,
their teams & customers face in current times and turn them
around into opportunities for growth & connection.
You will learn how to
●
Identify the negative narratives and emotions,
●
Empathize effectively with yourself and your team
●
Learn simple highly effective tools to reset your focus
●
Integrate the ﬁve powers of resilience and growth.

WELCOME BACK
TO THE OFFICE

How to work and socialize together after the long remote work period.
A Threefold workshop over a period of 3 months

After a long imposed and sometimes life
changing remote work period, meeting
again to work together is a renewed step
in building your team effectiveness and
future success.

Typical Challenges:
●
Releasing blocked emotions
●
Bringing Empathy & Care
●
Inviting positive values to federate
the new departure
●
Creating alignment & dealing with
fears & expectations. Resocializing
This threefold workshop will offer a deep dive into your employees
mental and emotional needs, teach a simple & effectiveness
framework built upon your organisational values and will instil play,
connectedness & creative spirit.
We will:
●
Prepare leaders to welcome their team back in the office
●
Federate & create a renewed cohesion in a regenerative
team event.
●
Follow-up 90 days after office opening to ensure continuity.

MENTAL FITNESS &
CREATIVE THINKING

How to build strong personal and interpersonal skills /Self-Leadership
A 3-6 Months program tailored to your bespoke human & business
challenges.

High chronic stress is the #1 human challenge
in business. It jeopardizes business continuity
and long term growth. It also weighs negatively
on team effectiveness & personal productivity
& job satisfaction.

Typical Issues:
●
Mental & Emotional Fatigue
●
Funnel Thinking /Fear
●
Burn-Out risk / Overwork
●
Loss of creative thinking
●
Conﬂicts
This highly effective and simple modular program equips your
organisations with heightened self-leadership & team
effectiveness through a common language and tools to build
stress resilience, self-care, intra / interpersonal skills.
You will learn how to:
●
Identify stress in your body and mind / Reset
●
Intercept negative thinking & limiting beliefs
●
Build new mental models that better serve you
●
Grow mental agility and pliancy for self and with others
●
Build & grow a new mind focused on team success

CONSCIOUS
LEADERSHIP

Become harbours to yourselves & lead others with positive impact
A 3-6 Months program tailored to your bespoke human and business
challenges.

Conscious Leadership is a highly effective
way to lead in complex and uncertain
environments by building strong awareness
and intra/interpersonal skills directed
towards the collective success in the
organisation.

Typical Challenges:
●
Low self and context awareness
●
Personal & Team Drama
●
Emotional intelligence
●
Conﬂict
●
Limiting Beliefs
This leadership development program instils the foundations and

practices of conscious leadership. This is a life changing program
that will positively impact your teams in all aspects of their lives.
You will learn how to:
●
Identify your limiting mental models and beliefs
●
Identify and detach yourself from your work / life drama
●
Build a strong foundation of positive intelligence
●
Grow mental agility and heart wisdom
●
Take full responsibility for 100% of your life
●
Lead by intention and for success

BESPOKE
WORKSHOPS

Human Harbours is a
boutique consultancy
specialised in human
development for greater
success in business. It is our
privilege to hear your
speciﬁc challenges &
aspirations and build a
tailor-made proposal for your
organisation.

Culture, Leadership, Team Effectiveness & Mindset growth

What some clients say:

“A BIG THANK YOU for today. It was exactly
the inspiring and engaging presentation
we wanted to achieve!”

Business Head, Global
Transformation Leader - Pharma.

“A great pleasure to have Sahar guiding us
through a mindfulness session, detaching
us from anything we've known so far about
meditation. She incorporated our core
values while bringing us back to focus on
our individual self at the same time.
Some of our colleagues have started
practicing throughout the day to calm
their mind and thoughts”.

Culture Lead -Global Tech.
“Sahar is a genuine and profoundly
effective transformation coach. She
builds trust freely, brings insight that ﬁts
the time and occasion, and is a gentle
guide to explore personal patterns that
hold you back from being your best.”

Senior Advisor, Ex Googler.

“Sahar was a consistent, intuitive
and intelligent coach in my journey
with stress management and issue
assessment. She was able to help
me prioritise my concerns and
tackle them step by step. Her help
was invaluable in my personal
development and growth.”

Deputy CEO- Manufacturing

“It was really a pleasure to listen to you especially because you lead the team to
some subjects that would have never been discussed before.
After your part we had another group session that was ﬁlled with inspirations,
thoughts and openness – so thanks for being the key!”.

Finance Leadership Team - Global Manufacturing.
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